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We're proud to show our investment in R&D and commitment to IP as we've filed the most patents with the EPO in 2019.
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Brighter days are on their way. FindARainbowDay StayHome
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#NotAllHeroesWearCapes This incredible healthcare professional showing us how to keep calm and focus on the positive is what we all need.

#GoodVibesOnly
Every contribution in the fight against COVID-19 should be aimed at saving lives. It's time to work together. Good reporting by @joshchin @WSJ.

The motivation is saving American lives, that's the whole point.

More than 90 foreign policy experts, including former high-ranking White House officials from both parties, call for the Trump administration to work with China in the coronavirus fight.

wsj.com/articles/u-s-fi

Coronavirus: Huawei to send medical equipment to Ireland
Chinese tech company 'will do everything we can to help' as part of Covid-19 relief efforts
irishtimes.com

#DYK by 2022, 50% RAN and mobile infrastructure spending will be shifted towards 5G! Watch to learn more.

Two Chinese companies. One has been banned because of a perceived back door that no one has found.
One is used all the time even though the company has shown itself to be untrustworthy.

Huawei and Zoom.
Huawei's innovative Distributed Base Stations were deployed for the first time in the Netherlands 15 years ago. The result? Reduced total cost by one third and major consumers benefits.

Anick Jesdanun was a brilliant journalist that Huawei had the privilege to work with for many years. His kind demeanor and professional approach to journalism will be missed. Our thoughts and prayers are with his friends and family.

At 9:00 a.m. ET on April 7, Andy Purdy, CSO at Huawei and Paul Scanlan, Carrier Business Group Chief Technology Officer, Huawei Technologies, will be diving in to the company's external evaluation and transparency - don't miss out. webinardesuite.com/webinar/register...
HuaweiUSA Retweeted
Dr. Craig Brown @DrDataScientist - Apr
Huawei Ranks No. 1 in 2019 Data Center Interconnect Market Share Outside of North America: Omdia, a leading market research institute, recently released analysis of... bit.ly/2UX3khT #HuaweiUSA #5G #GearUp #HWMBBF #ArtificialIntelligence #Infrastructure #VR #Gaming #Mobility

Omdia, a leading market research institute, recently released analysis of 2019 Data Center Interconnect...
huawei.com

HuaweiUSA - @HuaweiUSA - Apr 5
Information and communications technology is reinventing healthcare. See how Huawei's fully connected healthcare solutions come into play.
tinyurl.com/dpbz6y6

HuaweiUSA - @HuaweiUSA - 20h
If you ask @PhoneArena, the large camera sensor, wildly long optical zoom, and some of the fast wireless charging makes the P40 Pro one of the most interesting phones out there. tinyurl.com/qndlzga
Brighter days are on their way. #FindARainbowDay #StayHome

Get a look at the future of #Healthcare. #5GisON

Remote Surgery
Every contribution in the fight against #COVID19 should be aimed at saving lives. It's time to work together. Good reporting by Washington Post's Josh Chin. https://tinyurl.com/tsmbcj5

U.S. Foreign-Policy Experts Call for Cooperation With China on Coronavirus

See how Huawei supports Pakistan's efforts in preventing and controlling the spread of COVID-19 with its video conference solution.

Huawei Pakistan provides video conference system to MNHS, R&C to fight COVID-19
Only a few days until Andy Purdy, CSO at Huawei USA, and Paul Scanlan, Carrier Business Group Chief Technology Officer, Huawei Technologies, will discuss Huawei's program for external evaluation and transparency. Register for the 4/7 event now. https://tinyurl.com/voie76gs

WEBINAR: 5G SECURITY – A SHARED RESPONSIBILITY
With Andy Purdy, CSO Huawei and Paul Scanlan, CTO Huawei
Tuesday, April 7, 9-10 a.m. EST

During this challenging time, see how Ireland benefits from Huawei’s COVID-19 relief efforts.

Coronavirus: Huawei to send medical equipment to Ireland
Chinese tech company ‘will do everything we can to help’ as part of Covid-...
When it comes to technology, young children shouldn’t be given free reign.
#AndyPurdy shares the thought behind ensuring you monitor how your children are using devices at home. https://tinyurl.com/r2lduf

With the largest camera sensor in a modern phone, the longest optical zoom, and some of the fastest wireless charging in the game, it's no wonder the #P40Pro is wow-ing reviewers already. https://tinyurl.com/qndkzga